Funding for Media Center Withdrawn by Annenberg

By RICHARD L. GORDON

Annenberg's withdrawal of the media center proposal has caused a stir among the University community, with many expressing concern about the decision's impact on the campus's arts and communications programs. The media center, which was originally proposed by Trustee Walter H. Annenberg, was intended to serve as a hub for the University's media and communications programs, encompassing a variety of initiatives including a visual arts communications media center.

According to spokespersons for the University, Annenberg's decision was driven by a desire to focus on other priorities and projects, rather than on the media center. "The University is moving in directions other than the media center," one spokesperson explained. "We have to make choices about where we want to put our resources." Despite this, many are left wondering how this decision will impact the University's arts and communications programs.

"This is a devastating blow to the University's arts and communications programs," said one faculty member. "It's a big loss." Another added, "It's a blow to the University's reputation as a center for media and communications.

In a statement, Annenberg expressed his appreciation for the University's support and cooperation in the development of the media center. "I am grateful for the University's efforts in this regard," he said. "However, I believe that other priorities should be pursued at this time." Annenberg's decision has caused a stir among the University community, with many expressing concern about the decision's impact on the campus's arts and communications programs.

Interaction of Animals and Society To Be Explored by U. Vet School

By LOUISE POLLAK

LOUIS POLLAK

The University's Veterinary School will launch a new initiative to explore the interaction of animals and society, including the establishment of health insurance for pets and the role of animals in society. The initiative will be led by Dr. Robert Marshak, a renowned expert in animal behavior and welfare.

"We are excited about this new initiative," said Dr. Marshak. "Animals play a significant role in our lives, and we need to better understand how we interact with them." The initiative will focus on a range of issues, including the establishment of health insurance for pets, the role of animals in therapy, and the impact of domestication on animal behavior.

"We need to better understand how we interact with animals," said Dr. Marshak. "This initiative will help us do just that." The initiative will be led by Dr. Robert Marshak, a renowned expert in animal behavior and welfare.
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**FREE ON RING DAY**

YOUR CHOICE OF ONE!

Clip This Coupon And Receive Your Choice Of

- Simulated Diamond
- Sunburst Stone Option

TUESDAY NOV. 22

DIETRICH HALL-Basement 10-4
HARNWELL-Lower Lobby 5-7

Sponsored By:

PENN STATE AGENCIES

---

**CAMPUS EVENTS**

**TOMORROW**

**PENN DIAMOND DEFENSE CLUB**

**PRINCE OF WALES**
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL Gail Shumaker 334-5210

**RESUMES**

**TYPEING**

**TYPING**

**CAMPUS EVENTS**

**INFORMATION SESSION**

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIPS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 338-6548

**FUNDING FOR MEDIA CENTER**

**Community Programs**

- **Classifieds**
- **üns**
- **Transit**
- **Housing**
- **Events**
- **U.S. Campus**
- **The Daily Pennsylvanian**
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**Classifieds**

**APARTMENTS**

**FOR RENT**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

**FLORIDA**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

**CINEMA II**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

**CINEMA I**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

**FIELD HALL**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

** rentals**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

**CONCERNS STAGE DEMONSTRATION AT KENNEDY**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

**CAMPUS SECURITY**

- Male or Female
- Bachelor or Couples
- 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
- Near universities
- Utilities, parking, etc.

---

**NEWS IN BRIEF**

**SADIST APPEALS TO ISRAELI PARLIAMENT—Egyptian president Anwar Sadat today sought the backing of the Israeli government and military for the armistice agreement he signed with Israel on Wednesday.**

---
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Trustees Play Key But Limited Role on Campus

(Continued from page 1)

Trustee approval of a report on administrative reorganization was drawn up without faculty consultation. The mechanism exists for interaction between faculty and Trustees, but their hands off."

"There isn't much interaction, but there's a lot of communication," said faculty member Amado. "The Trustees to understand what's going on. It's difficult for most of the administration to base their decisions on one contact with faculty and students."

However, Amado said he felt that the University administration actually hears the faculty and students, and that the faculty tends to regard the faculty "as a single body."

"There's no conflict between the Trustees and student group. We're all on the same side," Amado said. "The Trustees are large and diverse, and they have the ability to come out, but their hands off." Amado remarked that when he testified before the Trustees on behalf of the student body, he found them "very patient" and they asked good questions. "The Trustees were interested in what we had to say."

Senior Class President Mitchell Blutt, a former UA Vice President, said he thinks the Trustees need "more contact with faculty and students. They only have the administrative roles, and the Trustees need to understand what's going on on campus."

"Their primary job is to decide whether to support the President or let him down. If they let him down, they should let him out."

Regan said that student policy matters are thoroughly discussed among the Trustees. In closed meetings before being brought to a vote in open meetings, "if someone has objections, they will raise them and be answered. The discussions are always based on solid, well-proven, and express candid points of view. The SAMP decision was reached after many hours of discussion." Regan added that he would like to see more contact between the Trustees and faculty and students. "The President for Development and Alumni Relations Mike Owen, a former member of the Corporation, believes that there could be more opportunities for the Trustees to get more involved with the University without the baleful influence of the President. They can't do everything, but they can help with the budget and other issues." According to Meyerson, the University administration should make sure that hearings are adequate and resources are used effectively. "It's important that the Board knows about our educational mission and our costs," he said.

Yonkers, 11416

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD receives reports from the administrative at their last meeting. The Executive Board, a ten-member group, is authorized to make most decisions for the Trustees when the full Board meets next.

Don't Be Lonely This Thanksgiving. CALL HOME ON US! (5-9 P.M. With Dinner-Anywhere in the Continental US. 2029-228-2343)

EARN $60-MONTH BLOOD DONATION PLAZA
- Simple Convenient & Profitable
- Earn Weekly Income While You Study or Relax
- Convenient Location: Pleasant, Convenient
- Earn Weekly Income While You Study or Relax
- Convenient Location: Pleasant, Convenient

INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK 202 South 36th Street, Chestnut St. (215) 228-2343

GREAT PRICES ON STEAKS, ROASTS, BEEF FOR TERRIYAKI, HAMBURGER PATTIES, GROUND BEEF

What's Your Beef? is having a BEEF SALE

NEW LONDON STYLE PIZZA

Grinders Hamburger Steaks

Special Prices On Steaks, Roasts, Beef For Terriyaki, Hamburger Patties, Ground Beef

From Now Thru Dec. 20th

We'll Be Closed During The Thanksgiving Recess
Monday-Friday 10-6 Saturday 10-7
36th & Chestnut St's 382-7444

ON STAGE AT PENN!

BEEF

WHERE- Freeport/Lucaya
HOW- Non-stop Flight from Kennedy Int'l INCLUSIVE- Round-trip flight, 8-day-7-night Hotel Accomodations, taxes and gratuities

Double Room $264 per person Quadruple Room $123 per person

Call Penn Student Agencies at: 243-6815 411 Logan Hall
Space is limited-make your reservations now.
Chinese Roots
Connecting the Past With the Present
By Chun-Chi Shao

A thin booklet arrived in the mail for me recently. It was in an envelope which had been postmarked two days earlier in Washington D.C. It was my birthday gift.

Several years ago, the University decided to send a booklet to each of their former students, alumni, and friends abroad who were living in the United States and China. The booklet was a collection of articles, interviews, and photographs that were given to me as a gift.

The booklet was called, "A Booklet on Chinese Culture and Civilization." It contained essays on various aspects of Chinese history, culture, and society. Each essay was written by a different author, and covered different topics such as Chinese philosophy, art, and science.

Some of the essays were written in Chinese, while others were written in English. The booklet also included a map of China, a list of Chinese holidays, and a glossary of Chinese vocabulary.

I was surprised to receive this booklet, as I had never heard of it before. It was a pleasant surprise, and I was glad to see that the University had taken the time to send it to me.

The booklet was a valuable resource, and I found it to be informative and interesting. I would recommend it to anyone who is interested in learning more about Chinese culture and civilization.

I look forward to receiving more booklets from the University in the future, and I hope that they will continue to send them to me.

Chun-Chi Shao
Middle East

Elitist Financial Dilemma
By Dave Lieber

It is remarkable that this University, which is so committed to the welfare of the student body, has not yet addressed the issue of student debt. The debt problem is not new, and has been a concern for many years. However, it is only recently that the University has taken a serious look at the issue.

The University has been slow to recognize the extent of the problem, and has not taken adequate steps to address it. The University has been content to let the problem grow, and has not taken the necessary steps to prevent it from getting worse.
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Don't Be A Chicken-Since It's Turkey Season  
Please Come Out And Give Blood  
H. R. North ,  
Tomorrow From 1-7 P.M. 
*Refreshments And Ice Cream Served 

Xanadu Films Presents  
SHAFT  
Richard Roundtree,  
Music by Isaac Hayes 

South Africa  
Dean of Law School Sent to South Africa  
Pollard, the dean of the University of Cape Town's law school, will be going on a fact-finding mission to South Africa this week, according to University officials. 

The visit is expected to last about a month, and Pollard is scheduled to return at the end of December. 

In addition to meeting with university officials, Pollard will also speak to a number of South African law students and attend law-related events. 

Pollard is scheduled to return at the end of December, according to University officials.
Haigler Appointed to Fill Basketball Post

By DAN ROSSBERG

The Daily Pennsylvania

Monday, November 21, 1977

**THE EAGLE HAS LANDED**—Quaker coach Bob Sutton (left) heightens alevoring of his seconq season in the parade Thursday with a basket drop in the Penn Charter High School vs. Central High School game. The Quakers won, 70-68, in overtime. Photo by Steve Weiner

Sutton's Herosics Keep Icemen Close

By METINER KEME

PENN STATE dropped out of the rankings Saturday with a 3-0 loss to Army. The team was led by senior Grayken, and junior Ewenousky and Hamilton.

Lack of Experience Spikes

by NELSON WONG

The Daily Pennsylvania

Monday, November 21, 1977

**Quaker Oats**

PENN STATE dropped out of the NCAA basketball tournament picture (89-61), while Army (9-10) and Penn State (8-12) scored.

Not Just Another Year for Seddon's Booters

by LORHEN FELDMAN

The Daily Pennsylvania
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